
FACES  OF  LONDON

SIGHTSEEINGS



SIGHTSEEING
⦿ London is the capital of Great Britain.
⦿ It is one of the beautiful cities in the world.
⦿ There are a lot of sights.



MADAME TUSSAUD’S MUSEUM 
⦿ Madame Tussaud’s  is the famous waxworks 

museum, which has one of the largest 
collections of wax models in the world.



       MOMI  (THE MUSEUM OF THE 
MOVING IMAGE)
⦿ In MOMI the history and magic of cinema and 

TV is explained. There are hundreds of clips 
from films and TV – programmes.



BIG BEN
⦿ Big Ben is really a bell. 
⦿ It weighs 13 720 kilogrammes.
⦿ It has a deep tone and it can be heard on the 

radio every hour.



THE TOWER OF LONDON
⦿ The Tower is very old.
⦿ It has long and cruel history. 
⦿ First it was a fortress, then a prison and now 

it is a museum.



WESTMINSTER ABBEY
⦿ Westminster Abby is a symbol of England.
⦿ The legend says that Westminster Abbey was 

founded by St Peter himself.
⦿ The coronation of all British kings and queens 

takes place in Westminster Abbey.



THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
⦿ The Houses of Parliament is the place where 

the country’s leaders speak. The men and 
women there are the voice of the British 
people.

⦿ You can go on by bout from Westminster and 
see Big Ben and the Houses of Parlement.



QUIZ : DO YOU KNOW LONDON?
1. Where can you see the largest collection of 

wax life – size figures of famous people?
2. Where is the history and magic of the 

cinema and TV explained?
3. What is the main clock?
4. What is the Tower now?
5. What is a symbol of England?
6. Who speaks in the Houses of Parliament?



                    CHECK UP                               
KEYS:
1. Madame Tussaud’s Museum  
2. MOMI
3. Big Ben
4. A museum
5. Westminster Abbey
6. country’s leaders

Scores Mark

5-6 5

4 4

3 3

1-2 2


